
with Glacier’s Personal Retirement Income Solution and FlexiGuarantee Life Annuity

At retirement, different people need different things. One specific solution may not meet 
all their needs and risk concerns.

A Personal Retirement Income Solution from Glacier could cover various needs, like 
stability and certainty, but also growth, and provision for loved ones after a client’s death.

• A life annuity component provides 
a guaranteed monthly income which 
can grow annually at a fixed rate.

• The income clients receive from a
living annuity component can be 
adjusted once a year, within 
specified limits.

A living annuity component 
enables clients to benefit from 
market-related growth. 

1. A guaranteed income + 
a flexible income

2. Opportunity for 
capital growth

Glacier’s Personal Retirement Income Solution and FlexiGuarantee Life Annuity combine 
THE BEST OF BOTH TO MEET A CLIENT’S UNIQUE NEEDS.
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CREATING 
SUSTAINABLE 
RETIREMENT 
INCOME SOLUTIONS

A life annuity 
offers the certainty of a guaranteed  
monthly income during retirement.                      

A living annuity 
provides the flexibility to choose an 
income level and underlying investment
funds, and the ability to leave a legacy.



A guaranteed income for clients 
from a life annuity component,  
for as long as they live.

Capital left in the living annuity component after a client’s death goes to their 
beneficiaries. With a Glacier Personal Retirement Income Solution, clients can also 
add capital protection options to their life annuity component.

3. Longevity protection

5. Leave a legacy
R
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This document is intended for use by financial intermediaries. The information in this document is provided for informative purposes only and 
should not be construed as the rendering of advice to clients. Although we have taken reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy of the information, 
neither Sanlam nor any of its subsidiaries accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of, or 
reliance in any manner on the information provided in this document. 
 
The FlexiGuarantee Life Annuity is brought to you by Glacier by Sanlam and is underwritten by Sanlam Life Insurance Ltd.
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AT RETIREMENT

clients can invest their retirement savings 
in a Glacier Personal Retirement 
Income Solution.

RETIRED CLIENTS 

who are invested in a living annuity 
can convert it to a Glacier FlexiGuarantee 
Life Annuity.

• Add a second life insured so that 
the income from the life annuity 
component will be paid to another 
person (e.g. a spouse) for life.

• A guaranteed income payment term 
can also be added.

4. Provide for loved ones

The income from both components is 
paid monthly. With a FlexiGuarantee 
Life Annuity, the incomes are 
combined and taxed as one.

Allocate between life and living 
annuity components to match 
clients’ income needs (subject 
to product minimums).

Monthly incomeCustom allocations
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A SIMPLE, STREAMLINED INVESTMENT PROCESS 

Intermediaries can now help clients convert a living annuity to a Glacier FlexiGuarantee Life 
Annuity, and more efficiently help manage clients’ retirement income streams when they reach 
retirement with a Glacier Personal Retirement Income Solution.

This is done using a simple process on Glacier’s Investment Hub that lets you create one quote and 
one application form, and transfer one amount to Glacier.


